Self-Maintenance Guide
We have put together a quick guide to help you maintain at home and with a list
of products needed

Davlyn Red Liner Tape
This is a liner tape and helps with cleaning the piece
after. This tape is placed 1st all along the perimeter of
the hairpiece. Do NOT use at the front hairline. Always
remember to remove the backing as this is a double
sided tape
Super tape 1” x 3 Yards
This is the strongest tape. This is placed on top of the
Davlyn Red Liner tape. Place all along the perimeter of
the hairsystem. This is double side so remove the
backing.
Walker Non-Shine Tape
This tape is to be used at the FRONT only. Remove the
backing and attach top the lace part at the front
hairline. Use another tape and cut in half to fill the gaps
on either side of the front hairline. When applying this
tape to the front, place this tape a few mm behind the
front of the lace. Do not place directly on the edge of
the front lace.
Walkers Scalp Protector Spray
When you have taken the system off and cleaned your
head. Before attaching the cleaned hair piece apply
Scalp Protector on your head and leave for 5 minutes
before attaching the hair system on top
Walkers Lace Release Spray
This is a cleaning spray. To be used to help take the
system off and once off and tapes removed you can use
this along with cotton wool to rub off any excess
residue or tape reside from the system and clean the
lace at the front
Walkers Mity - Tite
This glue is to be used for the front. Tapes is better but
for a stronger attachment at the front, once the Non
Shine tape is placed on the front lace you can apply a
small amount of this glue on top of the non shine tape
or at the front of your own head where the front part
of the system will sit. Use a small amount and be
careful, as the glue is stringy so wrap around the stick
until any excess residue is off the stick before applying.

TDI Knot Sealer
This is not essential product but very useful. This help
prevent shedding of hair around the lace middle or
front area. Once system is cleaned spray this in the
inside of the hair system onto the lace areas and use a
hairdryer to dry This help seal the knots.
Sentoo Spray
This is a leave in conditioner and can be used as many
times as you like. Shake bottle before use. Apply evenly
on your hair once dry and style as required.

C22 Spray
This is to be used when you take the whole system off
your head. Once off use cotton wool to dab the inside
of the hair system and rub any excess glue or tape
residue off. The spray the C22 and leave for 5 mins to
soak. Once done apply more cotton wool and rub off
any glue/ tape residue. If you have a front lace be
gentle but some force is allowed. Also support the
piece when rubbing any glue or tape residue as to not
rip or tear the material.

Helpful Tips:

Removing the system
Peel off the system from your head. If you are finding this difficult then use the
Walkers Lace Release and spray under the system then slowly peel it off.
Once removed use cotton wool and try and grab under the 1st layer of tape and
remove the tape all around. This should come off easily. Any excess tape residue
or glue spray some lace release onto the area and use cotton wool in circular
motions to rub off any excess tape or glue residue.
Once cleaned wash the system with 2 x shampoo and 1 x conditioner the wrap in
a towel and towel dry. Remove the system from the towel and use a hairdryer to
dry the system and give it a little brush. Spray TDI Knot sealer all onto the lace
part and then a hairdryer to dry (this is not essential but can help with
preventing shedding)
Attaching the system
Once cleaned. Use the red liner tape and place all along the perimeter of the
system (not the front lace part). Overlap the tapes slightly. Remove the backing.
Then apply the super tape (white) tape all long the perimeter on top of the red
tape and over lap once again. For the corners you can snip the two corners of the
tape so it can fit easily around the corner edges of the system.

Apply the non-shine tape at the front hairline. Cut another tape ion half to place
on either sides of the front lace system to cover the edges.
Placing the system on your head.
Use a crayon to mark a dot on the front where you want the hairline to be. Align
the hair system so the middle is aligned with the centre of your head and use
your fingers to push the front onto the dot you have marked. Slowly place the
system back and make sure your fingers are aligned straight so you know the
hair system is being placed correctly.
Use a mirror to check the back and sides is all covered with no gaps
Use a leave in conditioner and any hair products to style the hair
Lifts/ Touch – Ups
If you get any lifts on the back and sides, do not worry as the whole thing will not
come off and this is quite normal. You can carefully apply some Ultra-hold, or Davyln
glue under the system and stick back down. The glue is very runny so ensure you
swirl it around before applying.
If the front lifts, try to press down and if not sticking then lift the front hairline and
either pin back with a clip or just hold it back. Clean any excess glue or residue from
your forehead and if any on the lace front, use cotton wool to rub or wipe off any
excess glue residue.
Apply Ultra hold, Davyln or white glue on your for head only where the the front lace
will cover. Allow drying, then placing the front lace onto it and pushing down. Once
again be careful when applying the glue. If there is tape at front you can lift the tape
at front and do as above the press down. You can also try and remove the tape at
the front then apply tape under or apply glue to fore head and stick the lace directly
onto it once dried.
TIP: If you get any glue in the hair. Use a fine toothcomb and spray some lace
release onto the comb and comb out any hair stuck underneath or in the glue.
Also can spray lace release on your fingers and rub into the hair where there is
glue stuck and gently try to rub the glue out.
Looking after the hair (Hair Care Kit / Guide)
IF YOU DID NOT PURCHASE THE HAIR CARE KIT OR THE PRODUCTS
MENTIONED BELOW, ALTERANTIVE SHAMPOO AND CONDITONERS CAN BE
USED BUT ENSURE THEY ARE SULFATE/SULPHATE FREE. ANY LEAVE IN
CONDITONER CAN BE USED ALSO BUT AGAIN ENSURE ITS GOOD FOR HAIR.
Use the IQ Shampoo & Conditioner once a week.Under a shower wet hair and
apply the IQ shampoo on your palm and evenly distribute over your hair using the
tips of your fingers. You can also use a brush to brush the hair and remove any
knots. Use a brush with bobble ends so not to tear the material of the hair system.
Apply 2 x shampoo and follow by the IQ Conditioner.

After washing brush or comb your hair through under the shower to remove any
knots. Once done gently pat downs the hair with a towel and towel dry. DO NOT rub
vigorously be gently and pat the hair with a towel gently
HAIR STYLING - Sentoo Spray / Hair Spray / Hair Wax Use the Santo Spray as
many times as you wish for styling and moisturising your hair. Generally, once or
twice a day is sufficient Shake the bottle and spray onto your hair once dry and style
as desired.
Every morning when you wake up to resolve the bed hair. Spray the Santo Spray on
your hair and brush or comb through to a desired style.
If you want more style or remove any dryness/ frizz in hair apply a small amount of
wax pomade on your palm and spray some Santo spray on your palm also. Rub the
two together to create a paste and apply to your hair. Finish off with Hair Spray. The
hair spray locks in a style but does not clog up your hair and brushes out easily so
can be used daily.
The next morning you can do the same again or simply apply the steno spray and
hairspray top style.
The IQ Hair Serum or any oils such as Argan oil etc can be used any time as a
styling product if you feel your hair is dry and requires some shine

